
Graphite Portrait: 1 hour to 1.5 hours each drawing 
Instructor: Ichiro Irie  

Step 1 
Take several photographs of yourself (selfie) or someone you live with from unusual angles and 
preferably with facial expressions that demonstrate emotion. The emotions could range from 
anger, surprise, delirium, sadness, suspicion, irritation, joy etc. Choose expressions that would 
be very difficult to hold if you were working with a live model. 


This is the original photo from which I will base my drawing.


 




STEP 2 

Figure out the overall structure using lines, circles and ellipses, and make a quick and rough 
sketch of general gestures and contours.


Be mindful of landmarks, angles and proportions. Notice how the volume of the top half of the 
head becomes much larger due to the angle. Also, notice how the neck and chin dip into the 
shoulders considerably. Notice how the top bottom of the nose is considerably lower than the 
ear lobe.


Sketch very lightly to avoid a lot of erasing. (I increased the contrast in photoshop for better 
visibility, but the original sketch was MUCH lighter).


 




STEP 3 

Sketch more specific contours, still very loosely and lightly for allow for further corrections. 
Notice I changed the scale of the fist at the lower left. Also even more lightly map out areas you 
see shifts in light and dark.


 


Sketch more specific contours, still very loosely and lightly for allow for further 
corrections. Notice I changed the scale of the fist at the lower left. Also even more lightly map 
out areas you see shifts in light and dark.




STEP 4 

Begin shading in large blocks without getting too obsessed with specific small shifts in value. 

 


Make minor and more specific shifts and correction to contours as you go along. Notice how I 
positioned the collar area slightly differently than the previous image.




 


Be mindful however, about the relationship between values in one area and the next in order to 
maintain consistency in overall contrast and value.


GOOD LUCK!

Step 5 

Apply more specific values and details treating each section almost like its own drawing.


